Reading Borough Council:
Reading Festival
The Issue

The Solution

Each year, around 85,000 festival-goers decend on
Reading over the August Bank Holiday weekend
for the famous Reading Festival held, at Richmond
Avenue.

Reading Borough Council were able to rapidly redeploy existing WCCTV Mini Domes to areas which
were likely to be the worst hit by festival traffic.

Over the duration of the festival, traffic incidents become a major issue in the surrounding areas due
to the volume of traffic over a short period of time.

The WCCTV Mini Dome can be redeployed in as little as 20 minutes, giving Reading Bourough Council complete flexibility when deciding on where to
place cameras.

Reading Borough Council needed a way to keep an
eye on the surrounding roads to ensure any traffic
incidents were quickly spotted and responded to,
ensuring the network is kept clear.

WCCTV were also able to provide the council with
software at extremely short notice to enable the
cameras to be viewed remotely, outside of their
normal control room.
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Reading Borough Council:
Reading Festival
The Result

The Quote

By redeploying WCCTV Mini Domes, Reading
Borough Council were able to remotely
monitor and effectively manage traffic flow and
congestion within the area as a result of the
Reading Festival traffic.

“Having the ability to view areas outside of our
network of fixed cameras proved to be very
helpful.
WCCTV’s support team, helped address
computer hardware issues with the WCCTV
software which helped give us remote access
to cameras on multiple computers.

Any incidents were quickly picked up to ensure
the correct resources were deployed to deal
with the incident and get the road networks
clear of any problems.

Throughout the proccess of monitoring the
festival, WCCTV proved to go the extra mile.”
Reading Borough Council

The WCCTV 4G Mini Dome
The WCCTV Mini Dome Camera provides the user with
complete flexibility and portability. The system can be
deployed in any location and is ideal for rapid installation
and temporary surveillance applications.
The Dome system has an integrated camera and
transmission unit offered as a ‘one-box’ solution. Users
are able to dial in remotely and access live or stored
digital footage from the integral hard drive or compact
flash card.
The camera itself can be controlled remotely with full
pan, tilt and zoom functionality and a 360° field of vision.

Features & Benefits of the
WCCTV 4G Mini Dome
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete, lightweight integrated unit
Reportable and rapidly deployable
Built in self-testing diagnostics
Remote access to evidential, removable digital
recording
360° field of vision
Remote control with full pan, tilt and zoom 		
functionality
4G, 3G, GPRS, Wi-Fi and IP connectivity
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